
 

General questions: 
Email: info@gamingcorps.com 
IR- och PR related questions: 
Email: ir@gamingcorps.com  
About Gaming Corps AB: Gaming Corps develops computer games based on their own IP’s and well-known 
international brands. The Company's shares are traded on Nasdaq First North under the ticker GCOR. The 
company's Certified Advisor is Remium Nordic AB. 
 
This information is information that Gaming Corps AB is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market 
Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact person set 
out above, at 08:45 CET on August 22, 2016. 

 
 

 

Gaming Corps & NVIDIA sign digital 

distribution & streaming agreement 

for The Descendant 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Gaming Corps AB has signed a digital distribution & streaming agreement with NVIDIA for 

The Descendant to be available on both the NVIDIA GeForce NOW™ streaming service and it’s  

store. The Descendant is an episodic adventure game series with 3 of its 5 episodes already out 

on Steam. The final two episodes will release before the end of the year. 
 
For more than two decades, NVIDIA has pioneered visual computing, the art and science of computer 
graphics. 
 
NVIDIA GeForce NOW™ is a game-streaming service that delivers a GeForce GTX gaming 
experience to your SHIELD device from NVIDIA's cloud-based supercomputers. 
 
“We are excited to have signed an agreement with NVIDIA as it will give to The Descendant more 
visibility to gamers worldwide on a popular and innovative platform.” - Magnus Kolaas, CEO of 
Gaming Corps. 
 

About The Descendant:  

The Descendant is a five-part episodic adventure game series where the end of the world is 
only the start. 

 
After climate change wrecked the planet, a man-made extinction event wiped humankind off 
the face of the Earth. Only a few thousand ‘descendants of humanity’ were hand-picked to 

survive the apocalypse, cryogenically suspended in underground bunkers known as Arks. 
Centuries passed. The world recovered from the nuclear holocaust, and all the Arks reopened, 

except one — Ark-01. 
 
Key features:  

 An episodic adventure spreading across multiple story-rich timelines 

 Investigative gameplay, challenging puzzles, tense action sequences 

 Meaningful and difficult choices with branching dialogue 

 A tailored experience, full of tension and drama 

 Every player choice can influence the future of mankind 


